Natural Sciences Module Based on Scientific Approaches to Improve Cognitive Accomplishment of 7th Graders Junior High School
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Abstract: This research is a development research (R&D) which aims at identifying the feasibility and effectiveness of Natural Sciences Module based on scientific approaches for Interaction of Living Things topic. It employed pre-experimental design with One-Shot Case Study. The module developed is a printed module employing Four-D model adapted from Thiagarajan (1974). The module consists of three learning activities and it is systematically presented using scientific approaches (observing, questioning, trying, associating, and communicating) to improve 7th Graders’ cognitive accomplishment. The results show that students’ cognitive accomplishment in Learning Activity I was 80%, Learning Activity II was 83.34%, and Learning Activity III was 96.64%. It means that students’ have achieved Minimum Mastery Criteria. It can be concluded that the developed module is feasible to be used in learning to improve students’ cognitive accomplishment.
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Science learning by using scientific approach is a learning that provides experience directly using both observation and experiment, so that data obtained, in addition to valid, can also be accounted for (Sujarwan ta, 2012). The nature of the Natural Sciences learning requires the use of a scientific approach in every stage of learning through the process of observing, asking, trying, associating and communicating. One of the goals of learning with the scientific approach is to increase the intellectual capability of students, particularly critical thinking skills as the character of the learning in the 21st era (Rosana, 2014).

One of the competencies that teacher needs to possess in implementing learning to students is to develop teaching materials. The development of teaching materials is important for teachers to make learning more effective, efficient, and in line with the competence intended to be achieved (Sungkono, 2003). It is in accordance with the Government Regulation No. 19 of 2005 Article 20, it is suggested that teachers are expected to develop learning materials, which require educators in educational units to develop lesson plans (RPPs). One of the elements in Lesson Plans is learning resources, thus teachers are expected to develop
teaching materials as one source of learning (MoNE, 2008).

Modul is one learning materials which are applicable to learning resource, particularly for Natural Sciences subject. Fundamentally, the module is a learning material arranged and designed systematically employing understandable and simple language based on students’ knowledge understanding level and age in order to encourage independent learning with the minimum assistance of a teacher. Learning with module allows students to be able to measure their mastery of knowledge in a topic discussed within the module and if students have accomplished the learning objective of the previous topic, they can move to the next one. On the other hand, if students have not accomplished the objective or have not able to understand the topic, they need to repeat the materials (Prastowo, 2014). A good module is not only attractive in terms of design but also it should be able to encourage curiosity among students regarding the knowledge. When students possess high curiosity on the learning topic, students will be more motivated to learn and the cognitive achievement of students will be improved.

Cognitive achievement of 8th graders in SMPN 1 Weru is still low. It showed the result of the daily test of Natural Sciences subject in 2nd Semester on the Interaction of Living Things topic academic year 2014/2015. The average results were lower than the other topic where VIIA Class obtained 54.03, VIIB Class obtained 62.80, VICT Class obtained 57.57, VIID Class obtained 63.80, and VIIE Class obtained 58.62.

According to the final test score (UAS) and the description of knowledge aspect achievement on the Interaction of Living Things topic academic year 2014/2015, the results indicated low and need to be improved. It also proved that the final score of Interaction of Living Things topic was low. The average results of the final score were lower than the other topic where VIIA Class obtained 54, VIIB Class obtained 57.25, VIIC Class obtained 59, VIID Class obtained 58.25, and VIIE Class obtained 63.5.

The analysis result of material mastery achievement percentage showed that 89.33% Interaction of Living Things material mastery is still low and need to be improved. Meanwhile, 10.67% of the material accomplishment is considered sufficient. The result of National Examination followed by 284 students of SMPN 1 Weru in Academic Year 2014/2015 showed that the mastery of Natural Sciences subject is still low, it only achieved 52.61%. The following is the comparison of the Natural Science mastery on Interaction of Living Things topic; in the school level is 66.14%, regional level is 67.29%, the provincial level is 61.99%, and national level is 65.29%.

The result of questionnaire analysis of student need indicates that all students have used Natural Science Handbook published by Education Ministry and Student’s Worksheet, but not yet given a module. In addition, learning in the laboratory is still not optimized. A total of 86.66% or 26 students answered that often they conduct a practicum in science learning, whereas according to 100% students, practicum conducted by science teachers can help and facilitate students in learning science.

In fact, students were not invited to conduct learning outside the classroom to observe the existing phenomena in the environment, students were more often learning in the classroom with lecture and discussion approach. Students have been taught using a scientific approach in science teaching, but according to 83.33% or 25 students, it was still rarely done. According to 80% or 24 students, the way the science teachers teaching was interesting. However, the learning materials were unable to accommodate the learning process. It needs additional learning material to accommodate the learning process and also improve the reading interest of students which assists students in understanding topics in Natural Sciences subject. Thus, 100% or 30 students agreed on the development of Natural Sciences Module based on a scientific approach which is applicable to laboratory learning activity or out-of-class learning to improve students’ cognitive accomplishment.

According to the questionnaire on the teacher’s need analysis, it shows that predominantly teacher uses 2013 Curriculum Natural Sciences Handbook published by Education and Culture Ministry. The teacher does not use and have Natural Science Modul based on scientific approach. The handbook used by a teacher could not accommodate the learning process in Natural Science subject. There are some scientific approaches which are not presented in the handbook. School laboratory has provided sufficient facility for students in learning Natural Sciences, but unfortunately, school library has no adequate reference books and modules to support the learning. Further, it makes teacher become difficult to design an experiment and learning concept of Natural Science subject. Therefore, it can be concluded that teacher needs Natural Sciences Module based on a scientific approach to improve students’ cognitive accomplishment.
Natural Science Module based on a scientific approach for Interaction of Living Things is appropriate with the characteristics and needs of 8th graders on SMPN 1 Weru. The module developed in this study allows students to learn Natural Science subject through scientific processes which include observation, questioning, trying, associating, and communicating which assist them to obtain a comprehensive understanding of certain phenomena. Further, the development of this module can improve students’ cognitive accomplishment.

This study aims at developing and examining the feasibility and effectiveness of Natural Sciences Module based on a scientific approach to Interaction of Living Things to improve 8th graders’ cognitive accomplishment.

METHOD

The research is a research and development (R & D) research that aims to know the characteristics, feasibility, and effectiveness of Natural Sciences Module based on a scientific approach to Interaction of Living Things. This study was using Four-D development developed by Thiagarajan (1974). Four-D development models consist of four stages, include: definition, designing, development, and dissemination.

Assessment instruments used in this research were questionnaire of needs analysis, test result sheet in the form of multiple choice items, expert validation sheet, and module evaluation sheet for students and teachers.

In the initial stage, a questionnaire of needs analysis for teacher and students regarding Natural Sciences subject in SMPN 1 Weru was distributed. The questionnaire results prove that learning resources of Natural Sciences in SMPN 1 Weru is still limited. In addition, teacher encountered a difficulty in designing experiment since the resource is limited. During the learning process, students have never been used the module to support the learning, even students have not yet used the module based on scientific process. Thus, students and teacher need a module to support the learning process in improving students’ cognitive accomplishment.

In the design stage, it dealt with the process of designing Natural Sciences Module based on a scientific approach for Interaction of Living Things topic. The phase of designing stage was: module formatting, initial design, and at the end, it generated the first draft of the module.

The development stage began with initial validation of product in the form of the first draft. It was assessed by the experts, educational practitioner, and fellow teacher. Then, the result of initial validation generated the second draft after first draft revision. This second draft revision was tested in a limited trial involving 9 students from VII-F class SMPN 1 Weru. The second draft of the module was revised and it generated the third draft of the module. The third draft of the module was field tested involving 30 students of VII-D SMPN1 Weru. The result of field testing generated the last revision of module; Natural Sciences Module based on a scientific approach for Interaction of Living Things topic.

Within dissemination stage, it was disseminated to three Natural Sciences teachers in SMPN 1 Weru. After the module was distributed, teachers provided an assessment on the final module to know the teachers’ response regarding the module. The assessment included design and readability, material, and module development aspects.

RESULTS

The result from the initial stage on the teacher and students’ needs in SMPN 1 Weru indicates that the 8th Graders’ cognitive accomplishment is still low and require more learning resources. In addition, the observation showed that scientific approach to learning process was still insignificant, thus students’ cognitive accomplishment remain underdeveloped. The initial design of module was generating matrix and initial design of module with the format adapted from Dar yanto (2013) consisted of Francis page, preface, table of contents, module positions map, module instruction guidelines, introduction, concept map, Core Competence (CC), Basic Competence (BC), learning activities (1,2,3), science info, summary, critical thinking exercise (1,2,3), competency test, glossary, answer keys, and references. The module developed is a printed Natural Sciences Module based on scientific approaches in every learning process which is integrated with critical thinking indicators employing Four-D model suggested by Thiagarajan.

During the development stage, it generated the second draft of the module which was assessed by the experts, educational practitioner, and fellow colleagues. The result of feasibility content validation by material experts obtained the score of 26 with the average score is 3.71 and considered very good. The result of critical thinking exercise obtained 35.2 with
the average score is 3.91 and considered very good. The result of lesson plans validation obtained 20 with the average score is 4 and considered very good. The result of module development validation obtained 32.67 with the average score is 3.63 and considered very good. The result of language validation obtained 11 with the average score is 3.66 and considered very good. The result of module validation by educational practitioner obtained 62.12 with the average score is 3.26 and considered very good. Thus, the module developed in this study is considered feasible to be used as learning material.

During the limited trial, it involved nine students of VII-F SMPN 1 Weru to obtain the readability of Natural Sciences Module based on scientific approaches for Interaction of Living Things. During the limited trial, students were asked to do an exercise in the module. Then the answers of the students were analyzed to examine module’s readability. Involving students in the limited trial with different level of ability aimed at obtaining the result which is representative of the entire students who possess the diverse ability.

The module’s readability result can be seen from the students’ achievement in answering exercises within Natural Sciences Module based on scientific approaches. The readability can be measured by the score achieved by students. To obtain the readability score, it involved three students in a limited trial. The average score of students’ cognitive accomplishment on Learning Activity I was 83.33 with good criteria, Learning Activity II was 80 with good criteria, and Learning Activity III was 82.22 with good criteria. It proves that the module’s readability is good.

Then, the module developed was implemented on Natural Sciences learning in SMPN 1 Weru which consisted of 30 students of VIID Class. The implementation of module employed pre-experimental design with One-Shot Case Study. It means that there is one group which is given a treatment and the results will be observed afterward (Sugiyono, 2011). The results of the observation are presented in Figure 1

The effectiveness of module on the students’ cognitive accomplishment within learning uses Minimum Mastery Criteria in each learning activity. The average of students’ cognitive accomplishment on knowledge aspect in learning activity was 80.66 converted, according to Ministry of Education and Culture Regulation No. 104 of 2014, to 3.22 with good criteria. In learning activity II, the result increased by 83.00 and converted to 3.32 with good criteria. In learning activity III, the result increased by 87.66 and converted to 3.50 with good criteria. The entire average was 83.77 and converted to 3.35 with good criteria. Students’ cognitive accomplishment in field testing was improved compared to the limited trial. In the limited trial, the overall average was 82.22 and converted to 3.28 with good criteria. In the learning activity I, there was six students or 20% who have not reached Minimum Mastery Criteria and 24 students or 80% have reached Minimum Mastery Criteria. In learning activity II, there were five students or 16.66% who have not reached Minimum Mastery Criteria and 25 students or equal to 83.34% have reached Minimum Mastery Criteria. While, in the learning activity III, there was only one student or equal to 3.33% who have not reached Minimum Mastery Criteria and the rest of 29 students or equal to 96.64% have reached Minimum Mastery Criteria.

The feasibility of module can be seen from the students’ teacher’s response and assessment after using the module.

(1) Students’ response regarding the module. Predominantly, students’ response regarding Natural Sciences Module based on scientific approach is good. The questionnaires given to 30 students in VIID consisted of two options, negative and positive. It comprised of 11 items of the positive statement and 10 items of a negative statement. The student agreed on positive statements with the average score of 3.44. It means that the module is good. While on the negative statements, students gave disagree answer with the average score of 1.55. It also means that the module is good.

(2) Teachers’ response regarding the module. In the dissemination stage, the module was distributed to three Natural Science subject teachers who teach different classes in SMPN 1 Weru. Then, the three
teachers were given a questionnaire containing teachers’ response regarding the module. The results of the teachers’ response obtained the average score of 3.88 and it is considered good.

**DISCUSSION**

The implementation of Natural Sciences Module based on scientific approaches was done to identify the module’s effectiveness and feasibility. Module’s effectiveness can be seen from the students’ learning outcome based on Minimum Mastery Criteria for each learning activity within the module. While the feasibility of the module can be seen from the responses given by teachers and students after using the module.

The result conducted by Dewanti (2011) concludes that through a problem-solving approach, students’ cognitive accomplishment increases. On the first cycle, the result was less than 80% of the subject achieve the Minimum Mastery Criteria and increased more than 80% in the second cycle. According to the results (Setyowati, et al., 2013), it can be concluded that the developed Natural Sciences Module was considered feasible by the experts and it is effective to be implemented in the learning process for 10 Multimedia 2 Class with the students’ accomplishment amounted to 86% and students’ activity amounted to 91.4%.

**CONCLUSION**

According to the results and discussion above, the developed Natural Sciences Module based on scientific approaches obtained a positive assessment from the material expert, module development expert, language expert, educational practitioner, fellow teachers, and students and it is considered as good and feasible.

The effectiveness of the modules in learning is seen from the students’ learning accomplishment based on Minimum Mastery Criteria in each learning activity. In the learning activity I, there was six students or 20% who have not reached Minimum Mastery Criteria and 24 students or 80% have reached Minimum Mastery Criteria. In learning activity II, there were five students or 16.66% who have not reached Minimum Mastery Criteria and 25 students or equal to 83.34% have reached Minimum Mastery Criteria. While, in the learning activity III, there was only one student or equal to 3.33% who have not reached Minimum Mastery Criteria and the rest of 29 students or equal to 96.64% have reached Minimum Mastery Criteria. It can be concluded that the developed Natural Science Module based on scientific approaches for Interaction of Living Things is effective to improve students’ critical thinking skill and learning outcomes.

According to the results and discussion, several things are needed to be taken into account for further improvement: (1) learning using Natural Sciences Module based on scientific approaches to Interaction of Living Things topic for Junior High School students should have good preparation to obtain the desired outcome, (2) within the implementation of the module, it requires good cooperation among students in class during the learning in order to make students can understand the material comprehensively and conduct the learning activity based on scientific methods, (3) this development of module model can be used as a reference to develop and improve another module in the future, (4) empirical testing of exercise items with high, average, and low category should be conducted, (5) the developed module should be distributed and disseminated widely and did not only in one school.
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